The gift: a magical story about caring for the earth

**AUTHOR**  
Osuchowska, Isia

**CALL NO**  
J P OSU

A wise man and his followers are rewarded with a great gift by the Queen and they explain how that one gift leads to many other meaningful gifts.

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**  
Conduct of life Fiction  
Recycling (Waste) Fiction  
Kings, queens, rulers, etc. Fiction

---

When I care about others

**AUTHOR**  
Spelman, Cornelia Maude

**CALL NO**  
J P SPE

Whether it is at home or at school, a little bear shows why it is important to care about the feelings of others.

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**  
Caring fiction  
Sympathy fiction  
Bears fiction
Down home at Miss Dessa’s  
**AUTHOR** Stroud, Bettye  
**CALL NO** J P STR

When their elderly neighbour, Miss Dessa, falls down, two sisters spend the day caring for her.

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**  
Sisters fiction  
Old age fiction  
Afro-American fiction

---

Monster pet  
**AUTHOR** McAllister, Angela  
**CALL NO** J P MAC

Jackson is always pleading with his parents for a pet. However, when he finally does get a pet, he neglects to care for it.

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**  
Hamsters fiction  
Pets fiction

---

I am caring  
**AUTHOR** Schuette, Sarah L.  
**CALL NO** J P 177 SCH

Simple text and photographs demonstrate how a child can be caring towards friends, family and themselves.

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**  
Caring juvenile literature  
Caring

---

Somewhere today: a book of peace  
**AUTHOR** Thomas, Shelley Moore  
**CALL NO** J P 177THO

All around the world, someone is doing something to show that they care. Be inspired by these examples of people helping others in their daily lives.

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**  
Caring  
Helpfulness  
Helping behaviour juvenile literature

---

Understand and care  
**AUTHOR** Meiners, Cheri J.  
**CALL NO** J P 177 MEI

Learn how to understand other people’s emotions and viewpoints, and cultivate a sense of empathy for others.

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**  
Sympathy juvenile literature  
Emotions  
Empathy  
Empathy juvenile literature  
Conduct of life

---

Caring  
**AUTHOR** Medina, Sarah  
**CALL NO** J P 152.4 MED

Explore what it means to be caring, and how it enables us to be more thoughtful and helpful to others in our daily lives.

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**  
Thoughtfulness juvenile literature
Mother Teresa

**AUTHOR** Demi  
**CALL NO** J P 271 DEM

Mother Teresa has shown much care and compassion in her work as a missionary. This biography of Mother Teresa presents her life story with attractive illustrations and many quick facts.

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**  
Missionaries  
Nobel prizes biography  
Women biography

The Dalai Lama: a life of compassion

**AUTHOR** Rivera, Sheila  
**CALL NO** J P 294.3 RIV

The Dalai Lama is Tibet's religious and government leader. Exercising a life of compassion and non-violence, he fights for Tibet's rights against China's rule.

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**  
Dalai lamas biography  
Juvenile literature

Someday a tree

**AUTHOR** Bunting, Eve  
**CALL NO** J S BUN

Alice and her family love the tree in their meadow. When it is poisoned, the community does its best to save the tree's life.

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**  
Trees fiction  
Pollution fiction

Ramona and her father

**AUTHOR** Cleary, Beverly  
**CALL NO** J S CLE

When her father loses his job, Ramona tries to chip in and help out with the family income, often with hilarious consequences.

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**  
Fathers and daughters fiction  
Family problems fiction

The never-ending greenness

**AUTHOR** Waldman, Neil  
**CALL NO** J WAL

With the devastation of war around him, a little boy begins his plan of conservation by planting a little seed and carefully growing it to become a grove of trees.

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**  
Trees fiction  
Jews fiction  
Israel fiction
Youn Hee & me
AUTHOR Adler, C. S.
CALL NO J ADL
Simon, formerly Si Won, is being brought up by two very different sisters who have their own ideas of what’s good for their little brother.

SUBJECT HEADINGS
Adoption fiction Family fiction
Brothers and sisters fiction Korean Americans fiction

What do you stand for? for kids: a guide to building character
AUTHOR Lewis, Barbara A.
CALL NO J 170 LEW
Learn to develop positive personality traits with this guidebook and get inspired by real-life stories about children with character.

SUBJECT HEADINGS
Personality development juvenile literature Character juvenile literature

A caring school
AUTHOR Hewitt, Sally
CALL NO J 372.14 HEW
Welcome to Latchmere Junior School, where children can learn and play safely in the company of caring educators and friends.

SUBJECT HEADINGS
Caring juvenile literature Friendship juvenile literature

People who care about you: the support assets
AUTHOR Espeland, Pamela and Verdick, Elizabeth
CALL NO J 305.231 ESP
Family, friends and the community act as support pillars in everyone’s lives. With real stories and useful tips, discover how you can enhance these support pillars in your life.

SUBJECT HEADINGS
Children social networks juvenile literature Caring juvenile literature Family psychological aspects juvenile literature Security (psychology) in children juvenile literature

Caring for cheetahs: my African adventure
AUTHOR Hansen, Rosanna
CALL NO J 599.75 HAN
Follow Rosanna Hansen on her journey in caring for cheetahs in Africa and explore the conservation efforts made for this unique animal.

SUBJECT HEADINGS
Animal conservation Hansen
Cheetah Namibia juvenile literature Rosanna juvenile literature
Cheetah Namibia